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Abstract  
 

The UANL Panthers team is     
composed of members of the Preparatoria 22       
robotics club, we as a team have been         
working on the building of the “Pink Panther'',        
a robot that manages to overcome any type of         
problem related to the achieving of hazardous       
rescue tasks. Our robot has a suspension       
system that allows it to move on any terrain, it          
also has a claw to manipulate objects and        
move any obstacles that might appear, we       
added a color recognition camera, a thermal       
camera for the recognition of logos with       
temperature, a camera for the controlling      
subject to see where the robot is moving,        
among others in order not only to perform our         
best at the competition but also to set        
grounding for the solving of real life rescue        
situations.  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
 

We are a team composed of students       
of the Preparatoria 22 of the Universidad       
Autónoma de Nuevo León (UANL), our team       
members have been recognized in regional and       
national tournaments due to their participation      
in categories of the RoboCup Junior      
competition, such as Rescue Line and On       
Stage with the first, second and third place        
prizes.  

 
Lions Robotics Club pursuing its     

mission of disseminate science and technology      
in Mexico has been mentoring the UANL       
Panthers team on several matters such as       
mechanical design and electronics. Although     

our members lack experience in this category       
with the support of the experienced members       
of Lions Robotics Club and the collaboration       
with the UANL Vampires team, we have       
improved our skills and as a result we have         
been working on a robot capable of       
completing the tasks for this challenge.  

 
Due to the recent situation because of       

the COVID-19 pandemia a quarantine has      
been declared in our country and the team was         
forced to go through several struggles such as        
the limited meetings to work since our high        
school is now closed and we have to work in          
our houses. Nevertheless we have been      
working hard using online tools like Microsoft       
Teams and we expect to continue to work still         
aiming to perform our best but taking the        
necessary measures to keep the members of       
our robotics club safe, as well as our families         
and our community. 

 
1.2 Objective  
 

We have the initiative to achieve a       
performance between technology and    
mechanics in which we, the Panthers team       
together with the Lions team, will play a        
crucial role in technology innovation in Nuevo       
León, we will build a robot that not only can          
be controlled remotely but also to interact with        
its environment through its sensors and with       
this it can play the best role in the RMRC          
category, also, the robot will be able to set         
groundings for the problem solving of real life        
rescue situations such as natural disasters      
which is our main purpose, as well as to create          
more interest on people contributing ideas to       
improve the realization of hazardous rescue      
tasks. 
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1.3 Technical aspects of the first version:  
 
In the first version of the robot we        

used the base robot that appears on the        
OARKIT page, we included an Arduino      
MEGA board to control servos to move them        
in four different degrees of freedom, a       
LogiTech camera to have a high quality vision        
in order to better recognition and to control of         
the robot in a more optimized way we used a          
Raspberry Pi 4B of 2GB of RAM which is         
used as the main brain since the raspberry will         
have the connections to all the robot’s sensors        
and actuators to achieve that the controlling       
subject has free control of the robot remotely;        
we also use 4 25DPololu motors for the        
movement of the robot.  

 
The second version of the robot keeps       

certain similarities but improves the     
mechanical design by adding a suspension      
system with springs for the robot to have better         
mobility in diverse terrains and supporting the       
durability of the robot and its components       
since the springs absorb impacts therefore the       
robot can better resist falls. 

 
 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 
  

2.1 Hardware 

               We plan, design and elaborate the 
robot considering all the tasks it must realize, 
we use laser cut because it's faster than 3d 
prints but keeps the accuracy, however we still 
use the 3d prints to make custom and specific 
pieces. 

2.1.1 Chassis  

The Chassis is elaborated to distribute 
all the weight of the robot while giving the 
suitable space for necessary sensors, actuators 
and components. 

 
2.1.2. Wheels 

The wheels are elaborated to move in       
any terrain easily, the wheels are designed       
with a particular pattern similar to a gear so         
the robot can move easily in any terrain, some         
of the wheels have a hole in the center to          
surround the motor providing stability and      
control.  

 
2.1.3 Suspension  

We have a suspension system that      
allows the robot to move even over irregular        
terrains, this also helps to resist impacts of for         
example falls, which makes it steady and       
strong. 
 
2.1.4 Arm 

We planificate the best use for the arm        
to manipulate any object, the arm has all the         
moves we need, it has a High Power        
ServoMotor HS-805BB (19.8KG-cm) in the     
base and as the first arm movement because        
we needed a actuator strong enough to raise        
the hole weight of the arm, for the other         
movements we use 3 ServoMotor     
MG995(10KG-cm), the function of the arm is       
to provide an adequate actuator and extension       
to interact with objects and obstacles as well as         
to reach specific places to see with the camera         
and/or grab things with the gripper. 
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2.1.5 Gripper  

 
We designed a 3D model for the Gripper        

to get the moves and handling we want, it contains          
two gear systems for its movement, it works with a          
Servo MG995 (10KG-cm). 

The function of the gripper is to grab any         
object we want with adequate pressure so the object         
won't fall. 
 
 
2.2 Sensors  
 
MPU6050 

 
This sensor will be used for the       

orientation of the robot since on the track the         
robot manipulator will only be seeing through       
the camera and it will not have a panoramic         
view of the position and orientation of the        
robot.  

 
MQ135 

 
 

We will use this sensor to constantly       
inspect the amount of CO2 in the track and realize          
the necessary actions when detecting a higher       
amount.  
 
2.2.3 Thermal Cam MLX 90640 
 

 
This camera will be used for heat       

detection in the logos that appear through the        
track, it is able to detect Gas and        
Temperatures. 
 
2.2.4 RASPBERRY PI CAM V2  
 

 
 

The Raspberry Pi cam v2 is used to        
detect colors because of its great accuracy for        
this, we also use it to detect QR codes and          
save them. 
 
2.2.5 Logitech C922 
 

 
This camera is for the vision of the        

robot and detection of obstacles. This is       
essential to be able to finish and pass the track,          
for this we need to pair it with the raspberry so           
it will be combined with the python       
programming. 
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2.3 Actuators  
Metal Gearmotor 25Dx65L mm HP 12V 
with 48 CPR Encoder 

 
 

These motors allow the robot to move       
and thanks to their potency, the robot is able to          
pass through several obstacles. 

 
2.3.1 Servo Motor MG995 

 
We use these servo motors for the arm 

because of their great strength and size, letting 
the robot to move freely and accurately the 
arm, we also use one of these ones for the 
gripper, because of the adequate pressure it 
can produce. 
 
 
2.3.2 HS-805BB 

 

We use this powerful kind of servo motor to 
lift properly the hole weight of the arm and 
move it as we need it to. 
 
2.4  Software  
 

We will use different types of      
programming languages and tools to control      
the sensors that the robot uses to interact with         
its environment. 
 
2.4.1 Programming Languages  

● Python 3. 
● MicroPython. 
● C++. 

 
 
2.4.2. Tools 

● OpenCV 3.4.  
● Arduino Software. 

 
2.4.3  Communication  

● Raspberry Pi 4B of 2GB integrated 
Wi-Fi module. 

● Ethernet cable / Wi-Fi. 
 
 
2.4.4 Human - Robot Interface  

The operator uses the basic visual      
program to be able to see the robot’s        
environment so it can control the robot       
remotely to pass any type of problem or        
obstacle. All of this connected by Wi-Fi to a         
raspberry pi 4B and since the raspberry is the         
brain that has the component connected called       
Arduino Mega that makes the motors have       
mobility but the one that makes the robot see         
is the OpenMV camera, this allows efficient       
work and helps the communication of different       
software. 
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2.5 Electronic Hardware 
 

We designed our own printed circuit      
board to be used on an Arduino Mega 2560,         
for the specific components and actuators we       
use to achieve the several tasks of the        
challenge. 

 
 

The board controls the 4 motors of the         
robot through PWM connections using 4      
motor drivers L293D connected in parallel so       
the current splits up and the same voltage is         
applied to each one of the drivers and 1          
adjustable 2 ampere step-down to supply the       
voltage needed.  
 

We power our PCB with a 3 cell (11.1         
V) LiPo battery, since it’s designed with 1 I2C         
port for communication with more devices, 16       
analog ports and 32 digital ports available for        
sensors and servo motors and TX and RX        
ports to allow serial communication; with an       
output voltage of 3.3 V.  

 
Our team is already looking forward to       

sharing the schematics of this board so we can         
contribute to the open source files for all the         
teams to use. 
 

 
 
 
2.6 Setup and packup of your robot and        
operator station: 
 

We use the "balenaEtcher" program to      
flash and install the raspbian program but       
without the graphic section to the micro SD        
and thereby add it to the raspberry and by         
connecting the raspberry to the computer via       
Wi-Fi using the PuTTY program but as an        
essential tool of the connection we introduce       
the IP of the raspberry and with all this done          
we add the programming of the connection of        
the camera with raspberry and everything the       
camera see and the relevant information of the        
sensors is sent to the connected computer. 
 

3. APPLICATION 
 
3.1 Mission Strategy:  
 

The purpose of this robot is to create it         
with the ability to move in any terrain, to         
realize an accurate performance, we add      
stability with a suspension system, since we       
adapt different ideas and unite them to make a         
robot capable of meeting all the requirements       
in an efficient and optimized way.  

 
Some characteristics of the robot are      

that it can detect colors, we plan to use the          
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ability to interpret the signals that are emitted,        
all this will be autonomously thanks to the        
software used in the robot. We are also        
looking for the biggest possible collection of       
points, however we have to calibrate and       
adjust the sensors for the best performance. 

 
We are focused on having a steady robot        
structure, but also adapting it with the sensors,        
we also have in mind to make it as compact as           
possible for greater performance and reduce      
the use of possible parts so that it is not          
difficult to move or transport, on the other        
hand, we have in mind to carry out the         
mechanical aspects, after having clear the      
ideas that we will capture about the robot to         
reduce and take advantage of as much time as         
possible. 
 
3.2 Experiments and Testing: 
 

With the help of the experience of the        
Lions Club in different categories we were       
able to develop different types of mechanisms       

such as the suspension system, also off-road       
tires among other things, we were also able to         
test the different types of sensors. We will        
continue to run several tests to assure it is         
viable structurabily and test the sensors to also        
assure they are doing properly their job. 
 
3.3 How the particular strengths of your       
team are relevant to applications in the       
field. 

 
All of the members make valuable      

contributions to the team since every team       
member specializes in a particular area such as        
programming, mechanics or electronics, in     
addition we also believe that the experience       
and the knowledge each member has acquired       
from different tournaments on categories such      
as Rescue Line which its purpose is also to         
solve rescue situations and On Stage which is        
centered on the innovative use of sensors for        
the robot to interact with its environment, have        
as a result a diverse team with the skills to          
solve any kind of problem in a creative and         
unique way.  
 
Timeline of the robot since we started       
working on it: 

 
We started with the base robot that       

appears on the official page of OARKIT that        
we must have included a raspberry among       
other components and with this we began to        
have the vision and enthusiasm to change and        
improve it. 

 
In our second robot we added motors       

and servo motors that were more suitable for        
the tasks, the MG 995 and HS-805BB servos        
and the metal gearmotors. 

 
In our third change we designed and       

laser cutted new wheels and a different       
chassis made out of MDF wood since it is         
more malleable and lighter to have better grip        
on any terrain. We made the mechanical       
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design on AutoCAD and we tested the       
precision of the design by making a 3D model         
on  Fusion 360. 
 

In the penultimate version of the robot       
it was in which we added the suspension        
system and with it the improvement of the        
robot's mobility. We decided to make wheels       
with a gear pattern so that it can enter any          
terrain and can accelerate and brake at any        
time for that reason, but they are still strong         
for durability and offer a damping surface.  
 
3.4 Next Steps 

The next step of the team is to center         
our focus on optimizing our code in order to         

make it more efficient, as well as to continue         
on running several tests to assure the       
mechanical structure of the robot is capable of        
achieve all the tasks required or modificate it        
small details in case it is need, all of this in           
order to perform our best in the competition        
aiming to get our country on the podium.  

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 
With the support of the experienced      

members of Lions Robotics Club and the       
knowledge and abilities of the team, the       
Panthers are ready to participate in this       
challenge, we are engaged to keep it up with         
the experienced teams that will also      
participate, since we have improved on several       
aspects, especially on mechanical design and      
electronics.  

All of this with the purpose of setting        
groundings to solve difficult rescue tasks and       
to generate interest in more people to       
participate in this category and contribute with       
ideas and strategies to solve real life rescue        
situations.  

 
 

  
 
 
 
 

5. APPENDIX 
5.1 TABLE(1): CENTRAL BRAIN 
 

RASPBERRY PI 4B OF 2GB 

PROCESSOR  ARM Cortex-A72 

CLOCK 
FREQUENCY 
 

VideoCore VI (with 

support to OpenGL ES 

3.x) 

MEMORY 2GB 

 
CONNECTIVI
TY 
 

Bluetooth 5.0, Wi-Fi 

802.11ac, Gigabit 

Ethernet 
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PORTS GPIO 40 pins 2 x micro 
HDMI 2 x USB 2.0 2 x 
USB 3.0 CSI (Raspberry 
Pi camera) DSI (touch 
screen) Micro SD Audio 
connector USB-C jack 
(power) 
 

PRICE 35 USD 

 ARDUINO MEGA 
 

ARDUINO MEGA 

PROCESSOR   ATMEGA2560 

OPERATING 
VOLTAGE 
 

5V 

MEMORY 256KB 

 
CLOCK 
SPEED 
 

16 MHz 

PINS 54 
 

PRICE 32.24 USD 

 
 
5.2 TABLE(2): CAMERAS OF THE 
ROBOT  
  

RASPBERRY PI CAM V2  

OPERATIVE 
SYSTEM  

Raspbian (it is recommended to 
use the latest version) 
 

 

 
INTERFACE 
 
 

CSI connector (includes a 
15 cm flat cable) 
 

 

SENSOR OV7725 CMOS sensor 
capable of capturing 
640x480 8-bit grayscale or 
320x240 16-bit RGB565 
images at 30 FPS. 
Includes 2.8mm lens on a 
standard M12 mount. 
 

RESOLUTIO
NS  
 
 

Maximum photographic 
resolution: 3280 x 2464 pixel 
Video resolutions: 1080p30, 
720p60 and 640x480p90 

 

 

DIMENSION
S 
 

 25mm x 23mm x 9mm 
 

 

PRICE 25 USD 

 
 
MLX 90640 

Voltage  5 V 

Pixels 32x24 

FPS 64 

Operating 
Temperature 

-40 °C a +300 °C 

Supply current 25 mAh 

Product size 55°x 35° or 110°x    
75° 
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PRICE 16.81 USD 

 
 

LogiteC922 

Weight 162 g 

Dimensi
on 

29 mm x 95 mm x 24 mm 

Resoluti
on  

1080p/30 fps - 720p/60 fps 

Visual 
field 

 78° 

Price  199.00 USD 

 
 
5.3 TABLES(3): OTHER MATERIALS  
   

SERVOMOTOR 

Weight 55g 

Dimension  40.7 x 19.7 x 42.9 
mm approx 

Stall torque  8.5 kgf·cm (4.8 V 
), 10 kgf·cm 

Operating speed 0.2 s/60º (4.8 V), 
0.16 s/60º (6 V) 

Operating voltage  4.8 V a 7.2 V  

Dead band width 5 µs 

Temperature 
range 

0 ºC – 55 ºC 

Price  4.77 

 

SENSORS  

MPU6050 10.99 USD 

MQ135 12.99 USD 

 

BATTERIES  

BATTERY 
LIPO 

20.99 USD 

 
  

HS-805BB 

Weight 5.36 oz.(152g) 

Dimension 66x30x57.6mm 

Stall torque  8.5 kgf·cm (4.8 V 
), 10 kgf·cm 

Operating speed 

Stall Torque 
(4.8V):274.96 oz/in. 
(19.8kg.cm) 

Stall Torque 
(6.0V):343.01 oz/in. 
(24.7kg.cm) 
 

Dead band width 8 µs 

Temperature 
range 

+60 ºC – 20 ºC 

Price  39.99 USD 

 
 

Metal Gearmotor 25Dx65L mm HP 12V 

with 48 CPR Encoder 

Weight 98 g 
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Dimension 25D x 65L mm 

Stall torque  85 oz·in 

Operating voltage  5.6A stall @ 12V 
(HP 12V) 

Price  36.95 USD 

 

Other expenses (laser cut, 3D printing, 
switch, spring) 

Price  300.00 USD 

 
List of software packages, hardware and 
electronic components and designs that you 
have, or plan to, contribute to the Open 
Source community 
 

● The 2D designs as well as the 3D 
models of the mechanical structure  of 
the robot.  

● The schematics and the list of the 
components we used to make the 
boards to use specific sensors and 
actuators. 

● The code we used for sensors and to 
control the  robot.  
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